
Integration Touchpoints

Optimize Your Foreign Exchange Business as Per Industry Standards!

Do you want to make your foreign exchange business operations quicker, smoother, and sleeker? Well, 
GUMU™ for Sage Intacct – Oanda integration helps you achieve just that! The integration facilitates automa-
tion of multiple currencies management along with quick conversions for transactions. For years, Oanda has 
been a leading service provider in the foreign exchange market and deals in multi-asset trading. Sage Intacct 
and Oanda are seamlessly integrated using the GUMU™ connector and, thus, help businesses and individuals 
leverage a unified solution that provides accurate real-time insights into the FX market. 

Sage Intacct

Integration

Exchange Rates
One of the key features of the Oanda tool is that it provides good exchange rates. To 
solidify these rates as the default rates, they are integrated into the Sage Intacct Cloud 
ERP system 

Reports
The integration allows organizations to present reports in either the local currency of 
each entity or the headquarters’ currency.
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Why Choose This Integration?

The integration between Sage Intacct and Oanda aims to deliver the best possible solution to users while allowing them 
to get automated access to accurate and reliable foreign exchange data directly from the Sage Intacct ERP system.

Without integration support, the consolidation process usually takes around 30-40 hours. Whereas the integration 
makes it as quick as a few seconds with Sage Intacct’s multi-currency management and global financial consolidation 
features.

The integration of Oanda with Sage Intacct using GUMU™ makes it easier for companies to not only get automated 
conversions for transactions, but also to manage the financials for multiple locations.

The Sage Intacct and Oanda integration using GUMU™ ensures a prominent feature for businesses and individuals, 
which is the real-time dashboard. It provides all the insights related to the FX market as well as information on currency 
gains and losses.

Being a prominent ERP system, Sage Intacct supports the multi-currency or multi-entity environment. The integration 
allows businesses to leverage this feature to reduce their consolidation time.

The one-click integration platform - GUMU™ makes it seamless and hassle-free to integrate Oanda into Sage Intacct as 
it requires no coding.

About Greytrix
Greytrix is a leading service provider for Sage Development and Integration 
needs in the global market. With more than 22 years of experience, we are 
known to deliver cutting-edge ERP and CRM solutions to businesses 
worldwide. To streamline the process, we have GUMU™ as our native cloud 
connector, which helps us integrate ERP systems like Sage Intacct, 
Acumatica, Sage 100, and Sage X3 with CRM systems such as Salesforce, 
Dynamics 365 CRM, and Sage CRM. Not just this, our champion integrator 
also facilitates third-party app integrations with ERP like Avalara, Magento, 
MediusGo, Treez, Shopify, and more. Enable on-point accuracy and quick 
transactional time for your business with the GUMUTM Integration of Sage 
Intacct and Oanda today!

For more information, contact us on
gumucloud@greytrix.com

Global Contact No: 1- 888 -221- 6661

Know More

Accurate and Reliable FX Data

Sleeker Consolidation Process

Automated Conversions

Real-time Dashboard

Multi-Currency Environment

Seamless Integration
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